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Crypto.ba introduction
Hello Crypto World!
My name is Rux and I’m the founder of Crypto.ba, an educational forum for blockchain technology,
established in 2017, by a group of Crypto enthusiasts, formerly called United Fintech Freaks (UFF).
We are based in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and we have many members from countries located in the
Balkans Peninsula, such as Croatia, Serbia, Montenegro and others.
I have personally been involved in the Crypto world since 2012, and I’ve been following many early
Crypto projects, such as Bitcointalk forum, where I mined Bitcoin on Slush’s pool, with my two GPUs: ATI
Radeon HD 5850’s. After that, I was a miner till the year of 2018, when I found that I needed to focus
more on Crypto.ba project.
I was a very active member in the Bitcointalk forum, which my Legendary account proves. I loved those
times. I learned so much. The forum taught me much about Crypto in it’s core, I was able to gather so
much info and master it to create what we have today - Crypto.ba; and I was so hyped and excited after
I realized what the future was holding and what was coming.
One day Bittrex contacted Dash community with message that they want to list Dash, and i was the
freak who sent 100 DASH to Bittrex developer so that they can start testing. After everything was
complete, on my account showed up my 100 Dash where i was the first trader who have put sell orders.
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=421615.0
In the meantime, I started to introduce people I knew, my friends and others who wanted to learn, into
cryptocurrencies and blockchain in general, and everyone from that time remembers and knows what
the people thought of us. And look where we are now! However, the thoughts of other people didn’t
bother me at that time, since I had Bitcointalk forum and the people liked me there, so I didn't care
much.
So.. Everything was great, and I was learning so much about Bitcoin’s core technology, but then...
it happened. Toxicity.
Crypto.ba was created by pure destiny in 2016. It all
started on one day, after I got flagged on the
Bitcointalk forum from a moderator, for absolutely
no reason, and I got a message alongside with the
flag, saying: “There goes a perfectly good Legendary
account”. In THAT moment, I realized that Bitcointalk
was getting toxic in weird way.
So, I got so angry and mad, and I started my own
blockchain forum for this part of world, Western
Europe, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the history is
proof that it was a smart move to do. The domain
was purchased, and Crypto.ba started.
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I wanted everything to be completely honest and true, no lies. So, since the day one, I bought the
National .ba domain, where you need to do full KYC in order to be owner of same address.
And just like that, Crypto.ba was started in late 2016, in my own shed, while learning about blockchain
as main goal i have found something so good, thank you Discourse! This kind of next-gen forum/portal
systems is something i needed, later on everyone started to use it.
What I have seen in such a short time is that Blockchain is a worldwide phenomenon that has started to
connect people who are not obsessed with nationality and are ready to involve into something else
(hello Balkan).
Soon after we had our first members from Bosnia, Serbia and Croatia, where I could finally connect to
the people around me.

From day one of Crypto.ba forum, I was the guy who translated all the news from media from all
around the world, because many of our citizens do not know English language, so this way I could bring
Blockchain closer to them. - https://crypto.ba/c/novosti/5
My first public post on Medium, in Bosnian language, regarding what was going on with Bitcoin and
cryptocurrencies just before that big bull market, published in 2017:
https://medium.com/@crypto.ba/svijet-kripto-valuta-6fcdf0d5b20d
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From 2017 to 2020, I HAVE been working on many services that I could offer for free to my community
members, to help and introduce them to new technologies for everyone, all while I was studying Bitcoin
and DASH code trying to learn more, mostly as a hobby.
As I’m crazy about OpenSource, one of the first services that I have started was early instances of
Nextcloud that was free for the members who helped others.
Many of them didnt know much about cloud technology and how it can help their digital life, but that
changed a lot after this move. - https://oblak.crypto.ba
In the meantime, I was developing a market that would use early instances of BTCPay server, which I
am a big fan of and a supporter. We also offered free integration to everyone on:
https://rxcpay.crypto.ba
With this move, I realized that we could help people integrate existing E-Commerce and on top of that,
that we have crowd funding/donation system that used cryptocurrencies. (A big thanks to BTCPay team)
Why have I chosen BTCPay server?
When you investigate how everything started, you’ll realize why I have found someone just like me (hint:
it started almost same as Crypto.ba, as resistance). Someone got angry at BitPay and created an even
better service, fully DECENTRALIZED, OpenSource and FREE!
I’m proud that we started some pilot projects such as donations to public kitchens, and for sick people,
where we have created a website (https://ugoptimisti.ba/) for charity organization “UG Optimisti” in the
town Prijedor and helped them integrate many types of donation options, and naturaly Bitcoin and
Altcoin donation.
Our community donated Crypto, that was legally converted to local fiat money and the funds were
withdrawn to Charity’s bank account.
https://crypto.ba/c/crypto-ba-ekipa/donacije-crowdfunding/44
“We fed people who needed it the most, all with crypto, and
imagine how proud I was, on this pilot project.”
For this we used legal crypto exchange in our country BCX.ba, where public kitchens registered their
Charity organisations with full KYC and bank verification. Entire procedure is fully transparent, as my
main goal was that only one person from charity organization has access to BCX.ba account where
funds are converted into local BAM currency.
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Just as a reminder, Crypto.ba and BCX.ba are community partners, and we have been supporting their
work since day one, as one of theirs CEOs is a part of community from early days.
At the moment, we have finished donation fund for people in Bosnia and Croatia who suffered from a
very hard earthquake last month.
https://crypto.ba/t/crypto-ba-i-bcx-ba-akcija-donirajte-za-gradane-petrinje-hrvatska-i-bih/4370
In 2018, I introduced market.crypto.ba (old market) that enabled people in Bosnia and Herzegovina to
buy or sell stuff for Bitcoin, Dash, LTC, for free with autoescrow system.
And in Jan 1, 2021 we released a full rebrand of market on a new domain: https://rxcmarket.com
Just to mention, some of the other projects that I had offered to all community members, were free,
and will always be free. If it counts for anything, Crypto.ba forum never had any adds or hidden mining,
as I am totally against such actions.
https://upload.crypto.ba (Community members are using this service for data uploading).
https://git.crypto.ba (Young developers are using GitHub like self-hosted service).
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Crypto.ba Community
Over time, our community got bigger, and we started to become really good friends. Soon after that we
had our first meetup in town Jajce, where first community members met each others in real life.
https://crypto.ba/t/prvo-zasjedanje-cryto-avnoj-jajce-23-09-2017-update-pictures/820

Then in 2019 we had our first Crypto camp where we enjoyed 3. days of nature and water in my city,
Sanski Most, that was very covered with media attention, we also had a big banner in town of Banja
Luka.
https://crypto.ba/t/crypto-ba-bcx-ba-blockchain-camp-and-party-26-28-juli-2019/3065
While I was building the community, many of my members told me that we should start our own
cryptocurrency, as we would be learning everything on our own, with no funding and only pure will to
learn how everything works “under the hood”.
Again, the entire Crypto.ba story is non-profit, not funded by anyone else by me and my salary, and my
community donations for servers, domains, so that my vision can be completed.
As my crypto passions are Community driven projects, just like our main guy Satoshi wanted to be, i
learned a lot from already active Community driven projects.
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One of them is Verge (XVG).
I know there will be many discussions after i mention Verge, but you cannot ignore power of
community and the way they operate, heck look what Elon Musk is doing to DOGE. DYOR!
Me personally was involved into Verge (XVG) integration into Trezor hardware wallet, where i started
initial converations with Trezor team, and then with the help of one of the developers from Verge team,
we finisihed trezor integration.
Sometimes you just gotta be rough...

And i was the guy who did first setup and XVG Trezor transaction with full TOR integration and all the
testings.
Then i created HOW TO setup your Trezor for Verge.
https://crypto.ba/t/verge-xvg-on-trezor-with-tor-by-rux/4055
Then i got praise from entire Verge Community
https://twitter.com/vergecurrency/status/1308831098860904456?s=19 (verge official twitter account)
https://twitter.com/marpme_/status/1308680118731239425 (verge dev)
Even Crypto community from Spain mentioned Crypto.ba
https://twitter.com/VergeSpain/status/1308440070286962688
On last meetup in NL, before this corona showed up, Verge team had meetup where i have been
mentioned by their team member @MihaelXVG who is from Croatia. (who is rux?)
https://youtu.be/fVgmJiBUICc?t=22530

Meanwhile i was in contact with one of the famous family in
Bitcoin, The Bitcoin Family, precisely Didi Taihuttu!
https://twitter.com/Diditaihuttu
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Its natural that i made an article about The Bitcoin Family from the day he introduced him self, where
Didi himself registered to our Crypto.ba Forum and left a friendly message.
https://crypto.ba/t/the-bitcoin-family/3250

Meanwhile we had our first big meetup/camp in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and i asked Didi if he and his
family would come to honor us with their presence, even media started to report it.
https://crypto.ba/t/crypto-ba-bcx-ba-blockchain-camp-and-party-26-28-juli-2019/3065

Then days before camp he told us he cannot come to our Meetup but he suggested that we do video
call.
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Honestly, I wouldn’t have done anything without my community, mainly my moderators who are doing
their best to keep everything as it should be. And most of my work I did in the bear market, funny I
know.
As you can recall, I was messing with Bitcoin and DASH codes on our git.crypto.ba with many trials and
errors on my local network,but I realized, that I should combine those two codes and choose only the
best of both worlds.
So I took a total supply of Bitcoin, and some of the groundbreaking core technologies from DASH.
As I have been following DASH developing from day one (posts can be confirmed) I was introduced to
solid POW concept with many features when it comes to fast transactions with low fees.
https://www.dash.org/forum/members/rux.76/
Many people have negative feeling about DASH, but those crypto OG’s can confirm, that DASH is not
something to ignore, they introduced so many quality addons to the Bitcore blockchain networks. Many
of “famous” Altcoins were stealing and forking DASH’s technology without even giving them a credit for
it.
But what they did not realize is that when everyone was trying to fork DASH, they have been forking an
unfinished project. Only after v12 EVOLUTION, DASH was getting where Evan Duffield was aiming.
After I saw their Chainlock technology, where 51% attack was history, I realized that even small
blockchains can now be safe against that pesky 51% attack. I don’t know about you, but in my books
this is groundbreaking in Bitcore technology.
As I am a fan of real POW blockchain, I realized that I should start my own Crypto coin, as it was a
missing link in all of my Crypto.ba side projects.
After some funny moments with community members on discord, we decided to call this project
RuxCrypto (RXC), and its basic unit “RUX ”.
We did not want to show COIN in our name, because why to go where everyone goes, and story behind
everything was pointing that RXC was just something that we needed to have in these early days of
blockchain history.
As for many years in crypto space, I realized one thing, don’t scam people and be transparent as you
can. And if you are truly trying to help crypto adoption you need to think in advance, especially from
where I come from. (hello from Bosnia)
And then it happened, we got media attention and coverage, because of our truly organic community
that has been active for years.
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I contacted an owner of one of the oldest “computer shops” and proposed him idea to implement
Bitcoin payment into his online web shop, same owner that I advised to mine Bitcoin back in 2013, but
he was not so interested, until now (thank you Bitcoin).
Shortly after I have finished implementing our rxcpay.crypto.ba into his web shop nolimit.ba, we
tested everything and I was very pleased with everything. Have a look: https://crypto.ba/t/no-limittechnology/4489
Then again, power of community stepped in, as one of our core members connected me with business
portal capital.ba, and after they saw what are were doing, they created article that mentioned
Crypto.ba, with title “In Sanski Most you can now buy TV with Bitcoin“
https://www.capital.ba/u-sanskom-mostu-televizor-mozete-platiti-bitkoinom/
Honestly, I didn’t realize how big capital.ba portal was until the next day ,when I saw every big media in
our country started to publish articles about our project of implementing first online shop in Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
After I saw an article on the biggest Bosnian news portal Klix.ba, I was stunned that they covered our
idea.
http://www.klix.ba/clanak/210201107
Then other big media in our country
Faktor.ba news portal
https://faktor.ba/vijest/krajisnici-gledaju-u-buducnost-u-sanskom-mostu-kriptovalutom-mogu-sekupovati-kucanski-aparati-/113595
Radio Sarajevo
https://radiosarajevo.ba/vijesti/bosna-i-hercegovina/bh-grad-u-kojem-je-moguce-tehnoloske-uredajeplatiti-bitcoinom/405278
Nezavisne news portal
https://www.nezavisne.com/novosti/bih/U-BiH-moguce-televizore-kupovati-za-bitkoine/643980
Also local TV did coverage of what we got on the same day
https://crypto.ba/t/sanartv-hronika-sana-1-2-2021/4521
And then we ended up on National TV BHT1 livestream, where CEO of NoLimit.ba mentioned my full
name and Crypto.ba community.
https://youtu.be/SirGKtGMIZ8
BiznisInfo.ba news portal announcing our listing to WhiteBit.com exchange!
https://www.biznisinfo.ba/za-12-dana-prva-bh-kripto-valuta-izlazi-na-svjetsku-berzu/
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Also we showed up on TV OBN with article about RXC as first Bosnian community cryptocurrency
https://youtu.be/SXoCsOpylKY?t=310
BusinesInfo.ba article about RXC and how it came to be.
https://www.biznisinfo.ba/za-12-dana-prva-bh-kripto-valuta-izlazi-na-svjetsku-berzu/
Full Media coverage you can find on
https://crypto.ba/c/crypto-ba-ekipa/mediji/49
RuxCrypto (RXC)
POW Algorithm X11 with LLMQ Masternodes by DASH
Total supply: 21.000.000 RXC
Genesis block 25.09.2020
Circulating supply: 1.400.000 RXC (Feb, 2021)
Block halving every 210.000 Blocks
Block target time 10min
https://github.com/Ruxiol/ruxcryptoRXC
http://rxcpool.crypto.ba
https://rxcinfo.crypto.ba (Insight explorer soon)
RXC Governance status (off)
At this moment, governance status is not enabled, and super blocks are not being produced. That
decision is a sure way that RXC have truly fair supply distribution from the start. I have decided this for
a good reason, after I saw what DASH developers did on start. We can always activate governance
project when we are ready for it.
This way we are not losing anything, as those coins are never produced in the first place, so total supply
will always be 21.000.000 RXC
RXC Masternodes
I know many of you will roll your eyes when you hear word masternode, reason for that is that era of
“masternode coins” were nothing more than a half-baked Dash idea of real masternodes that will
actually do stuff on network.
Like i said, after DASH v12 update, called EVOLUTION, masternode got serious about the work they are
intended.
Improved InstantSend, deterministic masternode list, lower network bandwith, LLMQ Masternodes with
Instansend Autolock feature, where after we setup quorum of masternodes and activate SPORK
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InstantSend LLMQ Based we will activate network to that level that all transactions will be procesed by
masternode network with no fee and InstantSend by default.
Those are all stuff that can hurt project on early days, because it introduce unnatural way of coin supply
and increases chance early governance manipulations by developers and early investors where they
dump those coins on exchanges, remember i was there on early days of all “masternode governance
coins” and i saw what everyone did.
This is why many of people roll their eyes when someone mention masternode network, it lost its path
because of many of them abused what Evan Duffield was trying to achieve.
Later, when project spreads organically, and price is stable, then you activate Governance to actually
help people around you with kickstart/crowdfunds.
As we don’t like to be like everyone else, this “Whitepaper” is more “our story” of whats has been done,
and what are we are planing to do.
RXC InstantSend transactions
“God forbids that you need to wait for Bitcoin block to survive”
Something i said early in days, when Bitcoin truly had problems, where hashrate shifts were normal
thing, sometimes we were couple of hours without block and i hear now they are complaining if block is
not under 10 minutes.... whats up with that.
Every transaction needs security and speed, and what is security if there is no speed to it. (hello banks)
Newer Instantsend will allow us to make fast transactions for everyday use, with no fees after we
achieve masternode quorum. When InstantSend option is enabled, masternode networks then take
over those transactions and involve them into next block. Basically it gives 5 instant confirmations and
after first POW block, those transactions are considered confirmed by network.
Even without Instantsend option that you can enable in your wallet, normal RXC transactions are very
fast, where 3-4 blocks are introduced every 10 minutes, ofc when hashrate is stable.
We can use RXC Instantsend on everyday POS systems where speed is needed, and all of that will be
enabled if we get chance to work for it.
As for Blockchain technology behind RXC, studdy DASH techology, im sure you will find something
useful.
Thank you for reading! :-)
Rux, Crypto.ba
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